NEW CALL OPEN

Our next call for proposals will be open from 21 September 2017 to 25 January 2018. In this call we offer around 60 million Euro for the best transnational cooperation ideas that will help to improve capacities for urban and regional development.

The co-financing rates in our programme reach up to 85 percent depending on the location of an institution.

Co-financing rates

80%
Austria, Germany and Italy

85%
Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia

With our funding we support projects tackling shared challenges in their cities and regions related to either innovation, CO2 reduction, natural and cultural resources or transport. More concretely, they build regional capacities through joint policy-learning, pilot actions and pilot investments.

Co-financing rates

80%
Austria, Germany and Italy

85%
Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia

Who can participate?

- Public authorities and related entities
- Regional development and innovation agencies
- Enterprises (including SMEs)
- Chambers of commerce and other associations
- NGOs
- Financing institutions
- Technology transfer institutions, universities and research institutes
- Energy suppliers and management institutions
- Environmental facilities
- Education and training organisations
- Transport operators and infrastructure providers
- and others

Following the first two calls in 2015 and 2016, we are currently funding 85 projects. Based on an analysis of topics covered by these projects, the third call will be exclusively focused on pre-defined topics in some areas.
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WHO WE ARE

We are a European Union funding programme that encourages cooperation in central Europe. With 246 million Euro co-financing, we support institutions to work together beyond borders to improve cities and regions in Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia.

We inspire and support cooperation on shared challenges in central Europe.

www.interreg-central.eu/discover

As a community member you can submit or search project ideas and profiles in your thematic field. In addition, you can also join our LinkedIn discussion groups to further promote your ideas.

www.interreg-central.eu/community

As a community member you can submit or search project ideas and profiles in your thematic field. In addition, you can also join our LinkedIn discussion groups to further promote your ideas.
INNOVATION AND KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT

We fund projects that cooperate to improve:
Sustainable linkages among actors of the innovation systems | SO 1.1 | Focused in third call
Skills and entrepreneurial competences for advancing economic & social innovation | SO 1.2 | Focused in third call

www.interreg-central.eu/innovation

LOW CARBON CITIES AND REGIONS

We fund projects that cooperate to improve:
Energy efficiency and renewable energy usage in public infrastructures | SO 2.1 | Focused in third call
Low-carbon energy planning strategies and policies supporting climate change mitigation | SO 2.2
Capacities for mobility planning in functional urban areas to lower CO2 emissions | SO 2.3 | Closed in third call

www.interreg-central.eu/lowcarbon

NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

We fund projects that cooperate to improve:
Capacities for the protection and sustainable use of natural heritage and resources | SO 3.1
Capacities for the sustainable use of cultural heritage and resources | SO 3.2 | Focused in third call
Environmental management of functional urban areas | SO 3.3

www.interreg-central.eu/environment

TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY

We fund projects that cooperate to improve:
Planning and coordination of regional passenger transport systems for better connections to existing networks | SO 4.1
Coordination among freight transport stakeholders for multimodal environmentally-friendly solutions | SO 4.2

www.interreg-central.eu/transport

Facts and Figures

Average number of partners in project

Project partners involved in all projects

EUR ERDF average project budget

We are currently funding 85 cooperation projects across central Europe. Around 160 million Euro from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) will be transferred to transnational partnerships in the coming years.

www.interreg-central.eu/projects

4.5 million Euro ERDF for improved innovation

ANNE - Focus in CE - SMART INNOVATION
BIOGRIDINCE - H/DE - SMART WATER
INVENTARIO - BAYERN - SMART TRANSPORT
CIRCA - BRETAGNE - ENERGY
CONEXION - CHILE - STARTUP
CIRCOLO - ALTO ADIGE - STARTUP
CARE - PUGLIA - URBAN REBUILDING
FACILIDADES - ROSE

6.7 million Euro ERDF for natural and cultural restoration

Artois - France - Heritage
GRAND COEUR - France - Heritage
Helpea - Spain - Heritage
ARTISTIC - France - Heritage
CAMINOS - Spain - Heritage
LUSCIOLO - Portugal - Heritage
CITRALES - Spain - Heritage
SYMLSA - Portugal - Heritage
URGELLES - Spain - Heritage
YOU - Portugal - Heritage

17 million Euro ERDF for sustainable transport and mobility

RUEUNI - Belgium - Mobility
CONNECTIVITY - WALES
PERISHOPPLACE - WALES
FUTURES TRAFFIC - WELSH WATERFRONT
FUTURES RIVERS - WALES

10 Million Euro ERDF allocated to third call
20 Million Euro ERDF allocated to third call
1.9 MILLION EUR ERDF average project budget